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Today’s Topics
• Final appropriations and performance 

measures
• Significant budget riders
• Next steps to adjust contract 

amounts and provide notice to 
proceed for fiscal year 2018

• Sustainability and efficiency 
initiatives 

• Message from HHS leadership
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85th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance 
Measures

• Supplemental funding of $4.5M was 
appropriated for ECI services in FY 2017

• Funding is appropriated at $147M in FY 
2018 and $148.3M in FY 2019 for ECI 
Services
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85th Legislature
Appropriations and Performance 
Measures

• This appropriation is based on the 
following projections:

• Average monthly cost per child of $412.6 

• Average monthly number of hours of 
service delivered per child of 2.84 hours

• Average monthly number of children 
served in comprehensive services of 
29,748 in FY 2018 and 30,004 in FY 2019
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85th Legislature 

• Rider 7
• Rider 61
• Rider 62
• Rider 64
• Rider 65
• Rider 66

• Rider 67
• Rider 119
• Rider 132
• Rider 133
• Rider 169
• Rider 218
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Riders Related to ECI



85th Legislature 
• Rider 7 amended an existing 

Medicaid rider to include Medicaid 
expenditures in ECI. 

• Rider 62 amended an existing ECI 
rider to require notification when 
given intent to terminate a contract.
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85th Legislature 
• Rider 65 is a new ECI rider requiring 

HHSC to submit a report on the cost 
effectiveness of implementing a 
monthly participation fee system in 
lieu of the current family cost share 
system. This rider grants the 
Legislative Budget Board (LBB) and 
the Governor’s Office authority to 
approve the implementation of the 
monthly participation fee system 
dependent on the outcomes of the 
report.
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85th Legislature 
• Rider 67 is a new ECI rider that will 

specifically require HHSC to provide 
technical assistance and disseminate 
best practices for Targeted Case 
Management (TCM) services. 
Additionally this rider allows smaller 
increments of TCM services to be 
pooled into a billable amount.
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85th Legislature 
• Rider 169 is a new rider that 

requires HHSC to work with managed 
care organizations (MCOs) to ensure 
that therapy services claims include 
the rendering provider’s national 
provider identification number. 

• Rider 218 is a new rider that 
restores approximately 25% of the 
reductions made to therapy 
reimbursement rates and phases in 
the reduction of rates for therapy 
assistants.
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Next Steps
• Recalibrate funding award amounts 

based on final legislative 
appropriations and targets.

• Provide notice of funding award 
increase or decrease and request 
revised contract budget and cost 
allocation plan, along with Notice to 
Proceed.

• Execute amendments to fiscal year 
2018 contracts to reflect updated 
budget amounts, child counts and 
service hours requirements.
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Sustainability and 
Efficiency Initiatives
• Expanding carryover parameters
• Providing data and technical 

assistance on Targeted Case 
Management

• Streamlining training requirements
• Beginning bulk purchasing of the 

BDI-2 electronic records forms out of 
state office funds
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Final Thoughts
Moving forward
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Lindsay Rodgers
Deputy Associate Commissioner 
Health and Developmental Services

Lesley French
Associate Commissioner
Health, Developmental and Independence 
Services



Thank you
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